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What is Flash Photography? 
 

Ø Flash photography enables us to put more light into a picture with an artificial light 
source. 

Ø Long ago we used flashbulbs to light our pictures. 
Ø Now we use strobe lights, which fire at very fast speeds and create a light that mimics 

daylight in color temperature. 
Ø Modern cameras control the output of the flash so that you will get the correct 

exposure when you use the internal and/or external flash that syncs through the camera. 
Ø Since the light from the strobe is faster than the shutter speed (generally around 1/1,000 

second as compared to a shutter speed of 1/60 second), it is easy to freeze any action 
that may occur in the subject when you use a flash. 

Ø Your camera will generally have a “sync” speed for your flash. 
Ø The shutter speed setting will not affect the flash exposure, since the strobe is so fast, 

but it will affect how much ambient light you get in the background. 
 
What is Red-Eye? 
 

Ø Most cameras will have a red-eye setting. 
Ø In the dark, people’s pupils open up wide to let in as much light as possible. When you 

flash, the light travels through their dilated pupils, bounces off the blood in the back of 
their eyes, and appears red in the picture. 

Ø The red-eye setting fires the flash several ties to make the subject’s pupils contract 
before the final flash captures the image. 

 
Ways to Combat Red-Eye 
 

Ø Adjust your settings (ISO, aperture, shutter speed) so you won’t need a flash 
Ø Bounce your flash (external flash units can do this) 
Ø Use a diffuser 
Ø Use a lighting system that is not mounted on your camera 
Ø Have people not look directly into the camera 
Ø Or, remove the red-eye after you download your pictures (almost all photo programs 

have a system to remove red-eye) 
 
 
Why Use Flash Photography? 
 

Ø Too dark for good exposure 
Ø To give detail to the foreground in backlit situations 
Ø To even out the light when there are shadows on the subject of the picture 
Ø To change the color of the light 



Too Dark for Good Exposure 
 

Ø Point & Shoot Cameras will automatically use built-in or pop-up flash when there is 
not enough light. 

Ø DSLR cameras will indicate that there is not enough light in the data screens. 
 
Give Detail to Foreground in Backlit Situations (bad vs. good) 
 

 
 

 
 
 



To Even Out Light When Shadows are on the Subject 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To Change the Color Temperature of the Light 
 

 
 

Direct Flash 
 

Ø Direct flash can be done with all cameras when the flash is pointed directly at the 
subject from the camera. 

Ø Direct flash can b done with either a built-in flash or an attachable flash unit. 
Ø Direct flash creates “hard” light. 

 

 
 
Indirect Flash 
 

Ø Indirect flash can be done directly from the camera flash or an attached flash with a 
diffuser. 

Ø Bounce flash can only be done with an attachable flash unit. 



Ø Bounce flash requires a white or light colored surface to bounce the light from the 
camera to the subject. 

Ø Indirect and Bounce flash create soft light. 
 
Diffuser used with a pop-up flash on a camera: 
 

 
 
Direct vs. Bounce Flash: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bounce Flash: 
 

 
 
Bounce Flash vs. Diffuser: 
 

 
 
 
 



Fill Flash 
 
Fill Flash is used to supplement existing light in a picture. 
In addition to helping with backlit subjects, it can help in more subtle ways by helping to 
eliminate shadows cast by facial features (under eyes, noses, chins) or under hats. 

 


